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Foreword
The value of pi based on Solomon’s Pool (Yam Shel Shlomo) in I Malachim,
7:23 has a rich literature in Torah and general secular and mathematical
sources. This article is not intended as a survey of this literature, and certainly not as a commentary on the extensive Torah-based analyses. My
intent is to acquaint the Torah-focused reader with some of the many
approaches to a resolution of the puzzle posed by the stated dimensions
of the Yam Shel Shlomo. In particular, we will show how and why these
approaches are deficient when these ignore information derived from Torah. Only an approach based on Torah, and especially one that considers
the volume discussed in Eruvin, yields consistent results.

Defining the Issues
It would appear from a simple reading of the text that neither the people
Yisroel nor their leaders at the time of Shlomo HaMelech nor Chazal over
a thousand years later were aware that the ratio of the circumference to
diameter of the circle, currently designated by the symbol π (pi), is greater
than 3. Thus, we are provided the dimensions of Solomon’s circular pool
as being 10 amos (cubits) in diameter, 30 amos in circumference, 5 amos in
height and with a wall 1 tefach (hand breadth) thick. The volume is given
as 2000 bas. The same dimensions are also found in Divrey HaYamim (4:2).
A Mishna in Maseches Eruvin (13b) provides information about circles:
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“Whatever has a circumference of three tefachim has a width of a tefach.”
The text in both places clearly designates the value π=3.
This creates a puzzle because it is virtually impossible that these people were not aware that the result is more than 3. The Bais HaMikdash was
built with precision and skill by experienced craftsmen. Surely Hiram (I
Malachim 7:13) and his master builders knew of approximations to pi that
had long been established by measurement and observation. We know
that the Egyptian and Babylonian approximations for pi (3.16 and 3.125
respectively) were established some five centuries before the time of
Shlomo HaMelech. Ordinary people might have been ignorant on this
matter, but how is it that Yirmiyah, the author of Malachim, knew nothing
about this?
Furthermore, by the time of the Talmud over a millennium later,
knowledge of pi was much improved due to mathematical analysis. Archimedes (ca. 225 BCE) had centuries previously established the relationship of 223/71 < π < 22/7. Moreover, numerous people were involved
in Talmudic discourse over a period of over 200 years. It is impossible
that some of these people did not know that π is not equal to exactly 3.
So why did they retain the statement that a circle with circumference equal
to 3 has a diameter equal to 1?

What is going on here?
There are claims that this provides evidence or even proof that the Torah
is wrong and Chazal were ignorant of basic mathematics. A more sensible
understanding is that the Talmud is not a mathematics primer; it is a Torah compendium. Furthermore, we need to consider the information in
context. There are three levels of explanation. There is the simple straightforward meaning; an advanced explanation derived from a hint; and a hidden explanation embedded in a secret. The ordinary meaning is one that
people ordinarily understand and use. The advanced explanation requires
expert knowledge and is for practical application by expert craftsmen. The
final level is hidden in a secret which may have to wait many years to be
uncovered as other knowledge becomes available.

The Ordinary Meaning
The Talmud teaches Torah not only on a theoretical level, but also on a
practical level for daily usage. What value of pi do we need for ordinary,
common daily use? The complete value of pi is not available to us. This
is because pi is an irrational number and is impossible to write down its
exact value no matter how many decimal places or fractional designation
one
chooses.
Whether
we
choose
π=3,
or

